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Synopsis From the analysis made ar~ the studies cited , an approach to

inpr ove the health care delivery system in a military setting is deduced .

The paper provides the rationale , and the theozetica l and etipirical

justifi cation for proceeding with the const ruction of a specifi c plan for

Drogram development in the area of health care delivery in a socialized

medicine context . The thesis is advance d that social approval and health

care services are exchanged in a manner analogous to the exchange of

economic goods . In general, the approach woul d be to develop nean~.i for

acquiring “evaluative ” infonnat ion from health care recipients on the

nat ure /quality of services received. This infor mation would be fed back

to the health care providers on a rapid , continuous , systematic basis .

Such infonna tion processing and distribution would , in effect , become

a partial substitute for , and serve many of the sane functions as , fee

payment arid fee collection in the private medicine model . In so doing ,

formalized infoxination feedback could be expected to have balancing and

stabilizing effects upon the exchange processes which occur within the

health care delivery system , and , simultaneously , irrprove the quality

of the services rende red. ;\~Indicators which would re flect health care

system effectiveness (such as hospital infection rates , incidence of

iat rogenic illness , system usage , “reputation ” of facility , morale of

staff , etc.)  should be developed and tracked to per mit study of the

effectiveness on overall system functioning of the formalized information

feedback innovation .
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It is generally recogoized that the practice of socialized medicine,
of which American military medicine Is but one exanple, Is characterized
by a different set of events than the pr actice of private medicine. Exam-.
iriation of basic differences betwee n these two modes of health ca~e may
serve to elucidate the cczrplexlties of the health care delivery process
in general. Such a conparison nay also identi fy at what points ar~1 in
what ways a given health care delivery system mig~it be constructively
modified.

This paper begin s with a description of resource flow ur~ er the two

contrasting modes of health care delivery, ptth lic and private. This
leads to a discussion of social exchange theory and its possible contribu—

tion to understanding some of the specific behavioral transactions In the
health care delivery process . Reinfo rcement theory is then approached for

furthe r support In deduci ng a conceptual appr oach for innovation In a

military health care delivery system .

Resource Flow in Health Care t~livery

In the broadest sense , a health care delivery system may be viewed

as a nan-machine network which Ingests resources fran the environment ,
acts upon and transfonia these resources in some way , and then delivers
the trans formed “product” to recipients .

The Ingested resource is money . The trans formation proces s can be

conceptualized as Involving two maj or phase s : C l)  exchanging the Ingested

resource ( i . e .,  money ) for human and materi al resources and (2) organizing,
arranging, and “packaging ” these human and mate rial acquisition s In a

parti cular fashion . The product Is health care service arid may be noted

to have both tangi ble and intangible aspects .

-~~-- -~~ -~~~~-~ —
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There are , then , three pri mary functions in the health care delivery

system: ingestion of resources , transformation of resources , and delivery—

receipt of the t ransformed resources . These functions are catrvn to

socialized and private medicine . Howeve r , the executive agent for each of

these functions and the pattern of resource flow differ in the two systen~~.

Figure 1 is meant to illustrate major contras t In the two health care

delivery models with respect to resource ingestion and processing .

Insert Fig. 1 about here.

In the case of socialized medicine , the ingestor of the system Is

a governmental body . Money , the Initiating resource for the system , flows

in the form of taxes to the Ingestor . The governmental body also begins

the transformation process by, for exanpie , exchanging tax dollars for

personnel and supplies . The medical agency corrpl etes the t ransformation

by, for exanpie , the personnel behaving In prescribed ways or by utilizing

the supplies and equipment In a prescribed manner. Resource flow is

conpleted at the t ime the “prod uct” (health care service) is delivered to

the patient . It is inportant to note that the re Is an inconpiete loop in

the resource flow circuit : The initiating resource (money ) cones from

sources in the environ ment other than the recipient of the health care

service .

*It nay be argued that insofar as the patient is also a taxpayer

~iIs tax dollars serve a loop—closing function in the socialized medicine

model . However, such contribution to the initiating resource of the system

Is so removed in tiin~ and space as to have lost any direct , contiguous

connection with the services received . 

—
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In pri vate medicine , the ingestion and transformation functions

occur under the sane roof: the medical agency that delivers the services .

Also intr insic to the private medicine model Is that the patIent provides

(or , in the case of Insurance-supported payment plans , tr I~~ers ) the

initiat ing resou rce to the ingestor . This Is of crucial Izrportance In

our analysis since this event forme a feedback loop and thereby create s

an interdependence among system conponents . Such component interdependence

is incomplete In the socialized medicine model.

Miller (1972 , p. 3) notes “A system does not form associations t i.e.,

does not learn ] without feedback . . . “ And , again “there is no learning

without feedback of results ” (p. 116). Miller also notes that nonprofit

service organizations , such as governmental agencies , are particularly

adept at allocating resources on the basis of cost analysis (I .e . ,  budget

expendi tures and priorities ) rather than on th~ basis of qual ity of service

rendered . Miller alleges that this Is because cost data is the dist ributor ’s

only feedback source . Ordinari ly the nonprofi t service agency has no

feedback data on quality of service rendered (Miller , 1972 , p. 115).

From the above analysis it is concluded that a major defect in the

socialized medicine health care delivery system reside s In the truncated

resource feedback loop . Feedback loops do of course occur in the application

of socialized medicine , notwithstanding the schemata in Figure 1. The locus

of such feedb acks is In the delivery-receipt end of the health care chain

of events , rather than in connecting receipt of service back to Ingestion

of resource . By defaul t such feedback sigeals ar e thrown almost exclusively

into the inter personal/behaviora l/physiological re alm . Let us , then , now

_ — - - - - - --—---.— ---- -._ -— . - - ~._- - - -.-~ - -,- ---- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ —--_-
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turn to social exchange theory to sharpen the focus of what can be expected

to transpIre between the medical agency and the patient in a health care

delivery system . In doing so we nuist first provide a general introducti on

to social exchange theory.

Social Exchange Theory

Hanans (1961) was one of the first writers to think in tez~~ of

quantifying the social exchanges which take place in an encounter between

two people . He postulated :

A man In art exchange relation with another will expect
that the rewards of’ each nan be proportional to his
costs—the greater the rewards , the greater the costs—
and that the net rewards, or profi s , of each ran be
proportional to his investments--the greater the
investments, the greater the profits (p . 232).

Homans acconpanled this thinki ng with the conce~t of distributive

justice. When the exchange relation is as d~scribed in the quotation

above , justice Is distributed equitably between the two parties . When

the exchange relation is to one party ’s advantage, justice is distributed

Inequitably and the exchange relation is thrown Into a state of disequil—

ibritin. As a consequencc each man ’s costs , rewards and investments are

forced to realigo themselves toward a state of balanced reciprocity , or

the exchange which take s place between the two pa rt ies will termInate .

Adams ( 1963, 1965) ti~~tened Hornans ’ proposition by suggesting that

the exchange relat ionship can be assessed In terms of what each of the

parties put Into the exchange conpared with what each of the parties get

out of the exchan ge :

-~~~~~~~
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inequity exists for Person whenever he perceives that
the ratio of his outcones to inputs and the ratio
of Othe r ’s outcomes to Other’s Inputs are ~x~equa1
(1965, p. 22)

so that if

Person’s outcomes = Other’s outcomes
Person’s inputs Other’s inputs

the exchange is said to be on a stable , equal basis and distributive

justice occurs . (Note : It Is the ratios that nust be equal , not the

absolute values of the outcomes or Inputs of each). But If

Person ’s outcomes Oth er ’s outcomes
Person ’s Inputs Other ’s input s

distributive justice is violated and the smoothness of the exchange

relation ship is jeopardized .

Adams (1963, 1965) ment ion :; severa l conJequencos that are lIke~ j to

ensue if the outcomes/inputs ratios are unequal . I f Person ’s ratio is less

than Other ’s ratio , Pers on has these alternati ves In his atte npt to restore

equilibrium to the exchange proce ss:

a. Become angry ( i . e . ,  try to get Other to increase Other ’s

inputs ; or , try hin~elf to reduce Other ’s outcc *Tes).

b. I~ creaze hi~ inputs .

c. Try to Inc rease his outcones .

d. Change his frane of reference by which ho jud ges Input s

and outcomes .

e. Leave the field.

(If Other ’s ratio is less than Person ’s ratio , Other could of course be

expected to behave similarly.) 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - -~~~~~~-- -, - ---~~ -- -- - — - -  - . - - - - -
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If Person’s ratio is greater than Other’s ratio, Person may:

a. Feel guilty (i .e. ,  try to get Other to decrease Other ’s

inputs ; or try hinaelf to Increase Other ’s outc~~es).

b. Increase his Inputs.

c. Decrease his outcomes .

d. Change the frame of reference by which he j udges inputs

and outcomes .

e. Cogrnitlvely distort his own Inputs and outcomes (rational ize

his low input ; deny his hi~~ cutcon~ ) .

(Agein the converse is predicted: If Other’s ratio is greater than Person - s

ratio, Other will behave similarly.)

Adams conceives of inputs as those things brou~ it into the social

exchange. In the case of the Industrial worke r , input s tra y include such

things as age, skill , education , experience , pr~vlous work histo ry , and

amount of effort expended on the job . ~.atconrs are rewards or benefits :

such things as pay , syntols of status , recogeltion, power/influence,

intrinsic job satisfaction , t ine off , and other things perceived as

“rewarding.”

Social Exchange Theory Applied to Health Care Delivery Systems

Social exchange theory has been used to analyze the dynamics of

social conformity (Nord , 1969a) and of leadership (Ja cobs, 1971). HereIn

an attempt is nude to establish correspondence between social exchange

theory and health care delivery systems with a view toward identifying

recipient and provider behaviors and defining under what conditions

these behaviors nay be expected to occur . 

—  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - -  ___ _
~
_
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To facilitate discourse , Table 1 has been prepared. It lists scx~e

principal input s (IN ) and outcomes (OUr ) in the most generic health care

delivery transactIon . Let Person (P) stand for the health care recipient ,

or patient , arid Other (0) stand for the health care provIder , or physician!

medical agency.

Insert Table 1 about here.

While It tra y be possIble to obtain enpirical weIg~tings for each of

the IN and OUP elements In Table 1 via “import ance rating” procedures , let

us arb itrarily assige a wei~~it of 2 to each of the “a ” throu~~i “e” element s

for some Point One in tine.

Were we to calculate out come:Input ratios given these arbitrary

wei~~rting s, the algebra would look like this :

P our o otrr
O I N

a + b + c + d + e  a + b + c + d + e
a + b + c + d + e  a + b + c + d + e

2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2  2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2
2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2  2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2

10 10

1 = 1

The result of this simplistic exercise indicates that Person ’s

outcones :Inputs ratio equals Other ’s outconvs : input s ratio. The mathematIcs

of Adams ’ social exchan ge theory tells us that the transactions occurring

In the health care delive ry system at Point One in t ime have created a

stable , equitable state . The system is in balance and is operat ing smoothly .

Point ~~o In tine is reached. Let it be the case that our hypothetical

health care delivery system has switched to the socialized medicine model .

—-

~

-— - - —
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The physIcian/agency (0) no longer receives fees from the patient (P)

In the health care exchange. The algebra becomes:
p our o our
P I N  O I N

a + b + c + d + e  a + b + c + d + e
a + b + c + d + e  a + b + c + d + e

2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2  0 + 0 + 2 + 2 + 2
0 + 0 + 2 + 2 + ~~ 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2

10 6
-

~~~

1.67 > .60

Distributive justice has been violated . The system is in a state

of disequilibrium . Person ’s ratio exceeds Other ’s ra tio . Social exchange

theor y predicts what consequenc es are likely to ensue. The exchange
in

process will move/the direction of reestablishi ng equity between the t~-;o

ratios. In so doing, it can be expected that :

a. Other (physician/agency) will become angry. 0 w~1l try to

increase P’ s inputs. Since the medical agency is unable to Increase fee

payment , it nu~st look elsewhere for incre ased inputs from P. The ante

can be upped on P’s expenditures of time and inconvenience . Less concern

may become shown regard ing P s  discomfort or suffering. P’s InsecurIty

about 0’s competence nay be permitted to fester. In 0’s anger and resent-

ment he may become prone to decre ase P’ s outcomes . ThoupJ~ he runs ir~to

conflict with his own profession al ethics , the pr oposItions of social

exchange theory woul d suggest that 0 may be “encouraged” to lower the

quality of care pro ffered . At the very least , and without ethical comprc~ise ,

O can see to it tha t P does not enj oy the privileg e of selecting his doctor

of choice.

L~. - -. _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _
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b. 0 nay decr~ i~~~ his ~~ inputs . ¶ fle level of his care ::.

slip. He may take less tine arid spend less effort in evaluating the patient .

He may become less concerned about the cperat Ion of his equipment or the

maintenance of his facility . He tray decIde to refer the patient to another

practitioner and in thL way halt his input (“dumping” patients).

c. 0 nay t ry to Increase his outcomes . Increasing the ancunt

of fees for services rendered Is precluded . E~ilargenent of his practice Is

not a “reward” (and therefore not an outcome) In the socialized rediclne

condition . However , 0 can work on his n’put~ t ~on and professional status .

Perhaps he woufl elect t~ do this by “turning academi c” or by increasing

his degree of specIalizat ion . He is left also with tryin~- to feel more

altruistic than he mi~~it otherwise h:tv~ to , and may eventually develo~
protestations of accomplishment and self wo~’th.

d. Or, 0 tray begin to change his frame of reference by .th.Ich

he judges inputs ari~I outcomes. Patients are not ~‘~ i1y so sick as th-~y say

they axe. Phy dcians who ‘.:or: on a fee—for—service basis ac~ual1y exploit

the patient . F\ill cov~:rage is more importan t than doctor—p atient con t in~~ty.

Playing golf Is good exercise and besides It increases one ’s ef ficiency while

at work . I am a better j udge of what the patient needs than he is. Always

give the patient the benefit of a complete workup . Make sure you are

“covered.” Be certain the paper work is complete.

e. If all else fails to restore equilibrIum , 0 can quit (or be

transferred).

At the same tine that 0 Is trying to adj ust the social exchange process,

P is making attempts in his own way . P wIll :

~  

-
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a. Feel L~uI l t y ,  ashamed , or unentltled to h - i l t h  r~ services .

One would expect a stt ~~v~L: l of erII) Lr’rassment or unw~rththess to enshroud

P as he presents hlnri elf as a rk ’~uestor of medical services . He Is ns~•:

so situated In the exch s~~ rt ’lat ionship that he nay be subtly encour a~~d

to “plead ” for services .

b. Increase his Input s and try to Increase 0’s outcomes . P

will now be sore willing ‘~o pay the price of’ longer waiti ng tlii~s and

added inconvenience in appointment schedul ing . ~ iIle his Insecurity

about the conp€~ icy of the physician he Is assi~~. ~~v r se, at least

he saw a doctor. His feelinL-s of g~ t t 1 1 .ude towa rd physicians who he lped

him through a health crisis ::ay becon~ excessive , and he r~y take steps

to display this gatltudt’ In gi f t s and personal favor s .

c. I~ crease his outcor~ s ani  try tI ~~ dec:’- se C’s Inputs. P nay

now become sore ‘. : i l l i n g  to aec~~ t “in conp I et .e ’~ c~ J ie~ 1 car service . He

nay lower his expectat io~ s regarding his treatrrr3nt and “nind ling .” He

may experien~~ less conf1deri~e In his health ca~’e s~v~cy . He learns to

overlook the drop in cosv’orn and r !ons~ veness of the medi c~ i personnel .

He may even feel it “un fair ” to call h i s  doctor even though i i -  may need him.

d . Change h is  frame of ref’erence by which he j udgrs inputs and

outcome s , or d ist or t h-I s o;:n Inputs and outco mes . P’ s expectatIons iniing

health car v stanthrd s may drop . Privacy , sensitivi ty , courtesy , privi leged

corririunicat ion are no longer quite so important as they once were . The

n~ ther of procedure s perfo rmed , the nutsher of doctors seen , the nunter of

pills taken convince him that he Is receiving the best care possible . Since

he Is getting somethi ng for nothi ng, he can be content with less of t - hs

something . He nay be encoura ged to minimize and “live with” his own discomforts.
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Prediction from the theory is that some or all of the above

maneuvers by either 0 or P will take place In an attempt to place the

social exchanges on a mare equitable footing. what will happen In actual

practice , however , is that the “adj ustment ” will overshoot the mark .

Miller (1972 ) describes the phenomenon :

A further characterlstir . of organizations of this sort is
that they are unstable , that Is , they tend not to r’etura
to the predisturb ance steady state , but rather experience
amplificat ion of an initial disturbance which leads to

oscillations of increasing amplitude (p. 1111).

Point Three in t ime is reached. In the atte mpt to read,~ust the exchange

ratios , but overc ompensat ing instead , let the algebra becc*ie :

P 0112 0 0112
o n ~i

a + b + c + d + e  a + b + c + d + e
a + b + c + d + e  a + b + c + d + e

1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 0  0 + 0 + 2 + 3 + 3
0 + 0 + 3 + 3 + 3  1 + 3 + 1 + 1 + 1

1~ 8
7

. liLi 1 . lLi

The tables have turned! P’ s ratio is now less than 0’s. ThIs state

of affairs will put int o play a converse set of maneuvers from those

just described. P wIll become angry, demanding, and rejecting of the

medical agency. P will strive to increase his outcomes by dictatIng the

kind of medical care he requires. He may even attenpt to prescribe to the

physician his own medication. 0, on the other hand, will be forced to up

his Inputs or reduce his outcomes. 0 may show siges of contrition and

atte mpt to make retribution by announcing expanded services and patient

h...
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conveniences .

And so the oscillation process continues—In search of a steady state.

Money Is the great equalizer , but it has been deleted from the exchauge

process .

We see , therefore, that the postulates of social exchange theory,

when applied to the health care delivery process , have a coiriient to make .

Exchanges occurring within the socialized medicine madel operate with a
severe handi cap . Given the absence of fees paid for services rendered,

exchanges seek in vain to reach a state of equilibrium . Distributive

justice Is the exception rathe r than the rule , and depending upon the

direction of the oscillation one or the other parties in the exchange

is quite likely to feel abused at any given point in time .

So far our analysis has suggested a feedback gap and an exchange deficiency

in the socialized medicine health care delivery model. It nay be that these

abstractions nay represent the exact same phenomenon, expressed from different
conceptual approaches . In any event the prob lem can also be framed from

the viewpoint of reinforcement theory .

Reinforcement Theory and Its Contribution to 1~ derstanding Health Care Delivery

A vast literature (e.g., Krasner, 1971), launched by SkInner (1938),

and continuing to grow at an exponential rate, attests to the role played

by reinforcement in the shaping and maintenance of human behavior. Miller

even utilizes the concept of reinforcement in describing the behavior of

social systema . He hypothesizes : “A system does not form associations

[i.e. , does not learn] without (a) feedback . . . and (b) reinforcement . . .

(Miller , 1972, p . 3) .

- -
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From the work on reinforcement scheduling (e.g. , see F~rster and

Skinner, 1957) , It is well known that when r’einforcemt occurs will

determine what behavior Is maintained . It is the contingency relationship

between behavior and reinforcement that is responsIble for the survival

(or extinction) of behavior.

Salaries (paid to employees within a socialized medicine system ) are

powerful reinforcers , to be sure , but what behaviors do they reinforce?

Paychecks are only loosely cont ingent upon work perforred or services

ren dered . They are distributed at a pre dictable , fixed—interval rate

and come to be expected by any employee whose behavior is not grossly

deviant .

Most authorities agree that the sheer amount of compensation Is not

nearly so important in determining industrial productivity as the process

linking compensation with performance (see Opsahl and Dunnette, 1966) .

In reviewing work done using tokens as a form on monetary reinforcement,

O’Leary and Drabman (1971) reach a similar conclusion: “In short . . . one

can imply that the addition of some of the “good things in life” is not

sufficient to increas e appropriate behavior ; the “good things” must be

contingent upon “good” behavior to increase its frequency” (p. 390).

The “piece—rate” compensation basis of private medicine permits effective

use of money as a reinforcer of “good” health care delivery behavior. In

socialized medicine there are no fees and hence no monetary reinforcement

for desirab le health care delivery behavior. Social reinforcement ( i . e . ,  the

“evaluation&’ made by self and others of one ’s actions) is the principal source

of reward for on-the—job behaviors of the salaried employee. But like any

reinforcement, to become an effective determiner of desirable behavior

social reinforce ment must be made contingent upon that behavior .
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Recapitulation and Proposed Program Solution

Three different conceptual approaches were employed to study the

health care delivery process. A look at the resource flow (which sustains

any system ) revealed that , because there Is no direct resource feedback

loop , components in the socialized medicine system are not locked into an

interdependent relationship. The specifics of social exchange theory

suggested that the socialized medicine health care mDdel invites oscillation

in the delivery—receipt process . Monetary reinforcement in socialized

medicine is not conting ent on desired health care behaviors, thus throwing

behaviors in the system to the mercy of relatively unprograrrrrad social

reinforcement.

Each of these approaches point to a co~mxn major deficiency in the

socialized medicine health care delivery system. In the last analysis it

matters little whethe r we call this deficiency “lack of feedback,”

“inequitable exchan ge , ” or “improperly scheduled reinforcement . ” In any

event , the solution suggested is to fill the void, close the gap, correct

the deficiency .

Short of introduci ng payment of fees for services received and

collection of fees for services rendered (a solution which is prob ab ly

administratively impossib le——thou~~ some approximation of it m ay be

feasible), we propose development of a program which would substitute

information for money .

Infor mation feedback , or “knowledg e of results ,” may be regarded as a

type of social reinforcement and therefore is a variable which can be

effectively manipulated in endeavors concerned with Improvi ng and sustaining

-— - - -~~~ --~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ a-.S ~~~~~~~ -‘ -~~~~ -~~~~~~~ --~~~~~~~~ —-- S
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performance . Progranmed learning techniques depend almost entirely on

information beedback as maintenance reinforcement. Nord (1969b ) invites

organizations to be more Innovative In using social reinforcement, including

Information distribution , to increase their effectiveness . Locke et al.

(1968) state: “The facilitative effect of knowledge of results (KR ) upon

- learning and performance is one of the best established firmdIri~~ in the

research literatu re ” (p . 147~4).  Lipe and Jung (1971) , in reviewing work

on incentive manipulation , include studies that treated information feedkftck

as the independent variable (pp. 255—256).

The respect paid feedback by Miller (1972) has already been noted. His

thoughts deserve further attention:

Feedback is necessary also to maintain good human relations in
organizations . . . . Management should obtain feedb acks about
how its decisions are implemented, receiving them quickly enough
to institute corrections if they are needed . Management Inform-
at ion systems can be designed to provide such information
(p. 116).

An organization need not wait until its products are returned,
sales diminish , or a reade r threatens to horsewhi p the editor .
Frequently circuits are purposely arranged to obtain faster
and sore complete feedbacks (p. 116).

the moneta ry inputs to profit-making corporations , in addition to
being cash income , also represent signals about the acceptance of
the system ’s products or services by its environ ment . . . . Many
nonprofit organizations operate without any such clear indi cation
of effectiveness . . . . feedbacks about effectiveness usually
flow to nonprofit organizations over tortuous channels. The signals
are often limited in usefulness , distorted, and very slow If they
arrive at all (p. 1l~4).

In service organizations an Important part of the evaluation is
from the public that is served . . . (p. 77) .

Fort Ord (Datel , 1972 ; Moore and Tuten , 1975) developed a management

information system which anticipated Miller’s guidance, above. Each week, 

~~~ S -%.~- •‘. I_&~~ &S.~~~_-~ .th 
—-— --5- - 5— —5-5——— ——5 —-
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recruits and advanced trainees completed attitude and morale questionnaires .

The data from these questionnaires were processed rapidly by autom atic

data processing procedures and fed back to the trainers/managers/leaders

so that they had an opportunity to observe the effects on their followers

of their own leadership/management practices . However, the effects of the

information feedback process, per se , were not formally studied , i .e. ,

not systematically manipulated as an Independent variable .

Also, in a modest but clever experi ment , Panyon, Boozer, and Morris

(1970) fed information back to ward attendant s , In a semi—public manner ,

on how hard they worked at applying operant treatment procedures to

patients . Each attend ant received his own feedback and the feedback of

his contemporaries . The amount of attendant task perfo r~rance Increased

sharply when the public feedbac k was intr oduced .

It is herewith submitted , therefore , that a clear argument can be

made , both on conceptual grounds and on empirical grounds , for developing

a program of formalized infor mat ion feedback to shape and improve health

care delivery services in military medicine context s (or , for that matter ,

In any socialized medicine context).

October 1977
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